(i) A set is a cylinder if and only if it is an ^-cylinder for each n > 1.
(ii) The class of all (n+l)-cylinders is a proper subset of the class of all π-cylinders for each n > 1. (iii) For each n > 1, the class of all ^-cylinders contains a simple set and hence a nonsplinter. (iv) For each n > 1, the class of all ^-cylinders contains a nonsimple nonsplinter. (v) A set P is an ^-cylinder (n > 1) if and only if there is a recursive function g such that for all x,
xeP=>D gix) CP xeP=>D g(x) CP
and Dg( x ) has (n + 1) members, where D m is the ra th finite set in some standard enumeration.
From these results we can deduce that as n tends to infinity, the class of all -cylinders coincides with the class of all cylinders. In Section 3 of this paper, we study some elementary closure properties of -cylinders and subsequently obtain the following results: The preliminary definitions needed for the proof of these results are given in Section 2. For the recursive function theory terminology used in this paper we refer to [3] .
Definitional preliminaries
The definition of system functions and the definitions in the theory of graphs given in this section have been obtained from [1] and [2] . In Section 3, these graph theoretic concepts are employed in formulating certain algorithms.
Let f:N -+ P W (N) where N is the set of all natural numbers and P W (N) is the set of all finite subsets of N.
For X e P W (N), define f(X) = U {/(*): x e X\. For each x e N, define
By "y is directly derivable by / from x" we mean y e f(x). By "y is derivable by / from c" (denoted y e C/x or x e Cf~iy) we mean either y = x or
yefXx)
or there exist y lt y 2 , . . .,y n (n>\) such that y λ ef(x), y e f(y n ) and for all /(1< i < n -1), y i+1 e f{y t ). A system function is a function /: n -> P W (N) such that there exist recursive functions a and b such that for all x, f(x) = Az(x) and Z" 1^) = £)&(*) where D n is the n th finite set in some standard enumeration. A system function / which has the property that for all x, f(x) has at most one member is called a machine function. The class of all system functions is denoted by 6 and the class of all machine functions is denoted by 1.
Let D be a digraph whose points are in N. By x e D is meant: x is a point in D. If x e D and y e D, then x`^y is a directed line if there is a line from x to y inZλ We assume that there are no directed lines x^x and there is at most one line from* to μ. The in-degree (out-degree respectively) of a point x of D is the number of points y of D such that y*x (x*y respectively) is a directed line. A point x is a root (leaf respectively) if its in-degree (out-degree respectively) is 0. r(x) (φc) respectively) is the least number y such that y is a root (leaf respectively) of D andj -+x(P) (x ->y(D) respectively). A digraph is labeled if some of its points are distinguished from one another by names drawn from some given infinite list. By the expression "Introduce the labels L lf L 2 , . . ., L n (n > 1) to the digraph Z>" is meant the following: Find the least n numbers x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x n which are not points of D. Adjoin these numbers as new points so that each point x/(l </</?) forms a new component. Name x λ by L lf x 2 by L 2 , . . ., x n hγL n .
A bigraph is a digraph whose points have in-degree of at most 2 and out-degree of at most 1. Let B be a bigraph and x e B. Then a point z is denoted x 1 if there is a point y of B such that x*y and z^y are directed lines. By the expression "Extend the bigraph B to the bigraph B 1 " is meant the following: Let t ίr t 2 , . . ., tk be the leaves of B and r lt r 2 , . . ., r m be its roots. Find the least 2k + 2m numbers, say x x < x 2 < x 3 < . . . < x 2 k+2m> which are not points of B. Adjoin these numbers as new points and join the lines t{*Xι, X 2 *Xι, t 2 *X 3 , ^4^X3, . . ., tfζ*X2k-ι, X2k* x 2k-\> X 2k + \* r \> X 2k+2* r l>
The resulting graph is B 1 (see Figure 2 ).
Properties of n-cylinders
In this section we will prove the following result:
Result a
For each feS, define A? and K? as follows:
A? = {(x, y): y e Cfx\ (general derivability problem for /)
K? = i(x, y): x e Cfy\\(inverse general derivability problem for /).
Then: This result shows that the class of all ^-cylinders (n>) is closed under the operations of complementation, Cartesian product, and Join. Furthermore, since every cylinder is an rc-cylinder for each n > 1, it is not the case that for each n, the class of all ^-cylinders is closed under the operation Π and U. From this we can also deduce that the class of all cylinders is not closed under the operations of Π and U.
Proof of Result a:
From the definition of π-cylinders, it can be easily seen that if P is an n-cylinder, then so is P. The proofs of Result α(ii) and (iii) utilize a similar technique to the proof of Exercise 7-36(a) and (b) in [3] . The proof that A? is either recursive or a cylinder for each / e M can be obtained in [ 1 ] . Since K p is one-one equivalent to A p for each p e S, K? is also either recursive or a cylinder for each feM. We will now prove Result α(iv,b) for the operation Π. The proof of this result for the operation U will utilize a similar technique. 
Proof of Result α(iv,b) for the Operation

= 1
Also in this programme the dependence of a number on another number will be defined by induction. The second part of the proof consists of three lemmas by means of which it will be proved that there is a g e M such that for no e is it true that ή>\ is a 2-cylinder function for A g Π K g where φj is the e th partial recursive function of two variables in some standard enumeration. For convenience let e m , x m , y m , u m , w m be e, x, y, u, w, respectively. In Step 3 of the programme e will be attacked (in a sense to be made clear) and it will be ensured that:
Step 3. (Figure 3a ). (Figure 3b ). Figure 3d ). 
If
(u -* w Λ w -> u)(B + ), then set B m = B +
If u\w(B + ), then set B n =B + U \t(x)^r(y), t(y)*r(x)\ (i.e., B n results from B + by adjoining the lines t(x)*r(y) and t(y)*r(x))
If [(W->WΛ ~(w-> u))(B + )] v [W->WΛ ~(w^w))(^+)],then: (i) If there is no / such that B + (u) = B + (w) is labeled either P/ or Pf, then: (α) If u, w e B + (x) or u, w e ^+(^), then set B n = B + U \t(w)^r(u)} if (M -> w Λ ^(w -• u))(B + ) (Figure 3c). B n = B + U \t(u)*r(w)} if (w ->M Λ -(M -> w))(^+) (
08) If u, w e B(x)
U
u eB + (x) and weB\y).
Lemma 1
For each e, there is a stage H(e) at which all labels Pf, Pf where i < e are fixed.
Proof: There are four ways in which labels P\, P\ where / < e can be moved. They are as follows:
Gl. Introduction at Stage e via Step 1 G2. Deletion via an attack on e (Step 3(a) ) 
Inductive Step
As inductive hypothesis, assume that all labels P/, Pf where / < e are fixed at Stage H(e -1). Pj, P\ are introduced at Stage e (Gl). They cannot be moved by G3 or G4 at a stage m > H = Max. (H(e -1), e) Thus the inductive hypothesis implies that all labels P/, Pf where / < e are fixed at some Stage H{e). The statement of the lemma now follows by induction on e. 
Lemma 2 For each e, if Pi, Pi are fixed and unassigned at Stage H(e), then φl is not a 2-cylinder function for
(0) (χ->y hy->x)(B)ψ(u~+w ι\w-+u)(B).
Proof of (θ): Suppose Case 
